Safety and Security Issues with the Use of Social Media

Social media impacts us personally and professionally on a daily basis. Most of us could not have envisioned the effect that social media has had upon us within the healthcare sector, including the field of psychiatry. In the coming years, social media use will only increase, potentially causing risk management and legal concerns within your practice. Although there is minimal caselaw of statutory regulations nationally concerning social media, it is anticipated that legal challenges will arise.

There are a multitude of issues when using social media including boundary issues, ethical issues, confidentiality issues, standard of care issues, and privacy issues. This column will address specifically safety and security of patient information with respect to the use of social media.

Social media refers to the use of web-based and mobile technologies to turn communications into an interactive dialog. Social media is used to connect individuals with each other in an online format. It can take on a variety of forms including electronic mail, Facebook, MySpace, Google+, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, Skype, Foursquare, blogs and on-line dating sites. The use of social media spans across all ages and all professions, including psychiatry.

A critical issue when accessing or using a social media site when communicating with and about patients, is the degree of privacy and security available within that medium. As you all know, patients are entitled to confidentiality and whichever form of social media outlet you use, it remains of the utmost importance.

The use of social media could potentially expose you to liability under HIPAA privacy laws. Consider if one of your office staff breaches HIPAA when posting information online concerning a patient. For example, your office assistant dealt with a difficult patient and later that day posts on Facebook about his/her interaction with the patient. Although you may not have interacted with the patient directly, may not have been in the office at the time and may not have observed the interaction, this posting could expose you to liability. Not only could a post like this result in a breach of privacy under HIPAA, the Federal Trade Commission could impose liability (FTC may impose liability upon businesses for statements made by their employees on social networking sites even if the company itself had no actual knowledge).

There are a number of ways privacy could be breached by the use of social media. One such way is with the use of Skype. Since the inception of Skype’s video conferencing in 2006, it is becoming more widely used in healthcare, including within the behavioral health sector. If using Skype in treatment of patients, there are certainly a variety of risk management and legal issues concerning safety and security. First, how are you visualizing the patient and what safety precautions do you have in place in the event that something adverse were to occur? Further, how do you know that it is a secure connection? Skype claims to be secure and encrypted; however, it is impossible to verify
that the algorithms are used correctly, completely and at all times. *Skype* has been found to have a number of security issues.\(^5\)

Security issues can also occur with use of other forms of social media, including use of *Facebook* and email. One case involves a Rhode Island physician who was reprimanded by the state licensing board and her privileges were revoked due to posting information online. The physician did not include the patient’s name; however, sufficient information was conveyed such that others within the community would be able to identify the patient.\(^6\) Another case from California involves patient communication with a therapist through a work email account. The California Appeals Court found that the patient’s communication with her therapist may lose protection under patient-therapist privilege when there is a transmission from a workplace device.\(^7\) These cases involve very distinct and separate issues with different forms of social media but are examples of how issues may arise when engaging in online communication.

While this column touches upon some safety and security issues when using social media, it does not constitute an exhaustive list of issues to consider. Social media is a moving target that evolves with every click, post and blog. Engaging in the use of social media should not be entered into lightly and its impact on psychiatry is wide-reaching.
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End Notes

1 This information is not intended to be and should not be used as a substitute for legal advice. Rather it is intended to provide general risk management information only. Legal advice should be obtained from qualified counsel to address specific facts and circumstances and to ensure compliance with applicable laws and standards of care.
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